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May 17, 2007 

Mr. Bart Cro~. Chief, Research Division 
California A fr Resources Board 
100 l I Street 
Sacramento, CA 95812-2815 

RE:· Conunen~ on Propo1ed Early Adi.om To Mitigate Climate Change' in 
California ' 

Dear Mr. Croes: 

The California Council for Environmental and Economic Balance (CCEF.B) is 
pleased to provide its comments on the current California Air Resources Board 
(CARB) staff Proposed Early Actions t.o Mitigate Climate Change in California 

including the Pbcrctc llarly A~tions gi:eenhouse gas (GHG) reductlon measures 
that will be subject to immediate rulcmaking, CCEEB is a nOll--partisan, non-profit 
_organization of business, labor and community leaders that seeks to achieve the 
State's environmental goals in a manner consistent with a soupd economy. As 
such, we arc pl~ that CARB staff is moving quickly to implement, AB 32, the 
California Global Warming Solutions Act of 2006, jn accordance with its 
requirements. In general we support the current efforts, but urge caution and 

- prudence as the roconunendation:s of the sta~proposal are implemented. 

AB 32 requires the CARB to develop and implement discrete early aotion 
measures ju order to achieve immediate OHO emission reductions prior to the 
more long-riUlgc implementation of the propn. CARB staff has recommended 
three items for immediate regulatory action by the board: adoption·of the Low 
Carbon Fuel Standard (LCFS}, a prohibition on. sales of the refrigerant H-134a for 
home malntcnance o.f motor vehicle air condltloning. and increased capture of 
methane gas froll?, uncon~ollcd landfills, While CCEEB s~pports identification 
and development of discrete early actions in accordanc.e with the Jaw we are 
concemed that ~csc measures be carefully analyzed and implemented through 
regulation in a manner that complies with the law's requirement that these 
measures be "technologically feasible and cost-effective". ' 

CCEEB believes market approaches will identify cost effecdve OHO rcducLions 
more rapidly and ~ore efficiently than wo'u.ld lengthy rule makings. The .. 
economic literature on market-based systems generally supports this conclusion. 
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We therefore urge that care be taken in pursuing the actions listed in Group 2 ao that 
CARB I s exploration of the ntcasures listed there for possible future rules does not 
atrcct the availability of emission reductions that can be developed as offsets a.11 part of a 
potential future mmket program, 

Background 

On Friday, Aprll 20, 20071 the CARD released its draft report entitled •Proposed Early 
Actions to Mitigat.c Climate Change in California. "1 The CARB draft report was issued 
concurrently wi1h a draft rcporl on proposed early actions by the california Climate 
Action Team (CA 1), which j s chaired by the California Envi:ronmcntal Protection 
Agency (CalEPA).2 The CAT report is a supplement to the CARB report and provides a 
status report on climate change early actions being undertakc:n by other branches of tho 
state government 

The early action.ci to mitigate climate change that CARB proposed on April 20 are divided 
hlto three groups: 

• Omup 1: The three measures in Group 1 are those proposed by CARB staff to 
meet AB 32's "discrete early action" requiremont. CARB propose! to bring 
these measures to hearing in tho next 12 to 18 months and adopt regulations 
that wm take legal effect by Janwuy 1, 2010. CARB estimates that adoption 
of these measures will reduce OHO emissions a total of 13-26 MMT C02B by 
2020, Those measures include: 

(1) a low carbon fuel standard, which will require fuel providers to ensure 
that the mix of fuels they soll in California meets, on average, a 
declining standard for GHO emissions; 

(2) rcstrktiom on non-professionals' use of high-global-warming
potential refrigerants for vehicle air conditioner reeharp; and, 

(3) increase capture of methane from uncontrolled landfilJs. 

• Group 2: CARB st.aff is initiating work on the 23 other measures in Group 2. 
and may develop rulemakingt as appropriate, in Ute 2007-2009 timeframe. 
The CARD Report states, "'Somo may begi1\ implementation as rules prior to 
January 2010 but many will not." These measures are not included in Group l 
because they "require additional analysis of emissions control tedmologics or 
costs." For this reason, CARB docs not provide an estimate for the OHO 
reductions that could be achieved by most of these measures. They include a 

1 "Proposed llarly Actions to mitigate Climato Change in California", April 20, ·2001. locatad at 
hm,:llwww,cJima&ecbaau,CJ,&oYJclirom @ion team/r;port,12001:04:: 
20 CARB 9W action Nlport,JJdf 
2 .. Cllmato Aetlon Team Propoaod Early Actions ro mitigate Clhnllle Ch1111g• ia California", April 20, 2007. 
located at: http:/lwww.climatcchange.ca.1av(!:.!Jm11c acti()U teaa,/re,on:s/2007--04~ 
20 CAT REPQRT,PPE-
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wide variety ofroduction measures. 

• SJr.oup 3: CARB stalThas identified 10 conventional air pollution control 
measures that a.re scheduled for rulcmaking in 2007-2009; these measures are 

aimed at criteria or toxic air po11utants but CARB staff believes that they will 

havo concurrent climate change bcnefit.ci, 

Group 1 - Di11crete Early Action Measures 

CARR staff used a number of screerting criteria to detennine which of the many early 

action measures it considered would bo included in Group 1 's early action 

implem~11.tation process. Chief amongst these was whether it was feasible to adopt them 

by 2009 and make them legally effective by 2010, as required by AB 32. Other factors 

included technological feasibility, cost effectiv011css and sufficiently significant OHO 

emission reductions. Those in Group 2 mairtly failed tho first of these criteria (feasibility 

ot adoption by 2009). 

CCEEB supports the listing of discrete early action measures to achieve an immediate 

reduction in OHO emissions, but believes that these measures must be subject to further 

analyses, evaluation and refinement in order to meet the mandated criteria of being 

''tcchnologica11y feasible and cost-effective11 (Heallh and Safety Code Sect. 38S60.S (c)), 

To date CARB staff has proceeded with the proposed discrete early action items on a 

"presumplion .. that, based 011 cUIT8lltly best--available information. all of the measures it 

is proposing to pursue will meet all the legal requirements of AB 32. CCEEB 

recommends that CARB develop a more comprehensive staff report, not based upon 

~'presUl'l1ption", but upon a careful analysis and evaluation of the science and reasoning to 

support a measure's listing and careful implemeritatlon to maintain cost effectiveness and 

technological feasibility. 

Low Carbon Fuel Standard 

CCBEB supports the low carbon fuel standard as a discrete early action to the extent that 

h is developed carefully. It is important because it addresses the transportation sector, 

which is otherwise largely not addressed. In general, the aggressive goals of a LCFS are 

workable as long as implementation requirements are technologically feasible and cost 

effective: within the established timcframes, the impacts are proportional across sectors 

and the program proceeds cautiously so that it docs not harm the economy. We believe 

that to achieve this standard that new technology is needed. Thus, the LCFS 

bnpJemcntation requirements need to be phased in to aJJow technology development. The 

LCFS has the potential to impact energy supplies if it is not approached properly. With 

that in mind, it is of threshold importance that the program be designed to not harm the 

economy. In this regard. the program development must inchide an economic review lhat 

establishes criteria for program milestones as well a., contingency planning and early 

warning indicators. 
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wido variety of reduction measures. 

• YIOUP 3; CAR.B stal'fhas identified 10 conventional air pollution control 
measures that are scheduled for rulomak.ing in 2007-2009; these measures are 
aimed at criteria or toxic air pollutants but CARB staff believes that they will 

have concurrent climate change benefit.~. 

Group 1 - Di1crete Early Amon Meuutea 

CARB staff used a number of screening criteria to determine whlch of the many early 
action measures it considered would be included in Group l's eatly action 
implementation process. Chief amongst these was whether it was feasible to adopt them 

by 2009 and make them legally effective by l0l0, as required by AB 32. 01her factors 
included technological feasibility, cost effectiveness and sufficiently significant OHO 
emission teductlons. Those in Group 2 mainly failed the first of these criteria (feasibility 

of adoption by 2009). 

CCEEB supports the listing of discrete early action mcasutes to achieve an immediate 
reduction in OHO emissions, but believes that these measures must be subject to fmther 
analyses. evaluation and refinement in order to meet 1.he mandated criteria of being 
1'tcchnologically feasible and cost--etTective11 Oiealth and Safety Code Sect. 31560.S (c)), 
To date CARB staff has proceeded with the prop0sed discrete early action items on a 
1'presumplion" that, based 011 currently best-available information. all of the measures it 
is proposing to pursue will meet all the legal requirements of AB 32. CCEBB 
recommends that CARB develop a more comprehensive staff report, not based upon 
'i,resuntption", but upon a careful analysis and evaluation of the science and roasoning to 

support a measul'C's listing and careful impk:menta.Lion to maintain cost effectiveness and 

technological feasibility. 

Low C.arhon Fuel Standard 

CCEEB supports the low carbon fuel standard as a discrete early action to 1he extent 1hat 
it is developed carefully. It is importantbecause it addrcsscs the transportation sector, 
which is otherwise largely not addressed. In general, tho aggressive goals of a LCFS are 
workablo as long as implementation requirements arc technologically feasible and cost 

effective within the established timeframes, the impacts are proportional across sectors 
and the program proceeds cautiously !iO that it does not hann the economy. We believe 
that lo achieve this standard that new technology is needed. Thus, the LCFS 
implementation requirements need to be phased in to allow technology development. The 

LCFS bas the potential to Impact energy supplies if it is not approached properly. With 
that in mind, it is of threshold importance that the program be designed to not harm tho 
economy. In this reaardt the program development must include an economic review lhat 

establishes criteria for program milestones as well as contingency planning and early 
warning indicators. 
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Proportionality of impact between sectors is an important consideration. For example, 
the I..CFS and other early actions that may involve increased use of electricity or gas in 
the utility sector. such as port and truck stop electrification, mU5t be designed In a way 
that does not penalize any sector for the incroascd emissions associated with providing 
the increased power needed to implement those early actions. Tn this case, the LCFS and 

other electrification initiatives provide an opportunity for significant OHO reductions in 
tho transportatioa sector, but they also require activity in the utility sector that may 
increase emissions. If the costs of the increased emissions caused solely by activities 
undertaken to allow an entity to meet early action rcqwmnents were borne directly by 
the beneficiary of those activities, this would not be an issue. However, in tho example 
cited above, that is not the case. CCEEB believes that. an equitable inechanism must be 
devised to avoid penalizing the increase of emissions in one sector that allow emission 
reductions to be achieved by a different sector. 

Yehiclc Refri11eraot Recharge 

Cost-effectiveness is a mandatory ingredient in any emissions reduction scheme that is 
spocUtcd in statute, In the realm of CO2 emission reductions, the cost-effectiveness 
mandate can be determined by a careful calculation of the relative cost per ton of CO2 
emissions reduct.ions resulting from the mandated reduction strategy. In tbe particular 
case of the prohibition on the sale for home use of the refrigerant R-134a the issue of 
uost-effectivcncss has already been raised. Oiven a current market price of CO2 in the 
$1 O per ton range (according to Inter Press Services News Agency - May 2, 2007), a 
regulatory action that results in a cost of between $400 - $4,000 per ton (based on 
commercial refrigerant industry figW"eS of a resultant C02E savings of .04 MMT) cannot 

be considered cost-eff'eClive. CARB's own revised C02B reduction figures of l-2 MMT 
on tho prohibition on sales of R-134a computes to a cost of SBS..$170 per ton. 'Ibis value 
is still high in comparison to the cWT8llt world cost of CO2. 

CARB statThas not. to date, specified a standardized methodology for measuring cost• 
effectiveness. The CARB slaLl' report docs state, however '"staff considered •• ,, the 
estimated cost per avoided ton of CO2 equivalent emissions." This statement suggests 
that CARB staff all-eady possess cost estimates on a cost per ton basis for some or all of 
tho selected reduction measures. Such cost data, once validated. could provide a 
potentially useful metric against which to measm-e the overall cost of the proposed 
mandates, CCEEB requests CARB to make such data publicly avaUable before the 
development of Rules. 

Uncontrolled Landfills 

According to data supplied by the Califomia Integrated Waste Manq.ernent Board, 94% 
of the waste deposited in Califomia1s lmdfiUs is presently subject to 001lcotion and 

control with the remaining 6% ofCaUromia's waste Is deposited in uncontrolled landfills, 
These landfills me apparently the subject of one of the early action measures proposed by 

CARB. In general. these sites are much older and smaller than the current landfills in 
operation, It appeMs that CARB is ''presuming'' that since a site is uncontrolled, simply 
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installing a gas system will result in significant methane capture. This presumption also 
assumes that such i.n action is technologically feasible and cost effective. 

CCEEB urges CA RB staff to examine the science associated with this selection and 
assure that it has been ~fully developed. In fact, CCEEB believes that pursuing 
significant methane reduction ft.om old landfills may not be fruitful. Older, smaller sites 
tend to- be vory aerobic which inhibits methane production. Placing additional vacuum on 
these sites to capture methan!;l will draw in more air and potentially cause composting that 

could give riso to a danserous situation. 

Alsot since the 181'\dfill industry is very much market driven, if landfiJl gas could have 
boen economically dcve]oped at one of these older, smaller sitest the market would have 
pursued a project that would have led to energy recovery. By comparison, the landfill 
aas (methane) gen=-ted from controlled landfills. currently generates approximately 264 
MW from 64 independent projects. Clearly, the fact that Ul'lCOntrollcd sites have not been 
developed to capture landfill gas is another indication that the capture of landfill gaS at 

these locations may not be technologically feasible or cost effective. 

Group 2 GHG Rndnion Reduction Measures 

Included within this group ore 23 potential early action measures that are expected to 

yield 20 MMTC02B of reductions by 2020. The report says that work on some of these 
measures is already underway and that the CARS staff will initiate work on the 
remaining measures between 2007 and 2009, with rulemaldng to occur as soon as 
possible where applicable. A review of these proposals indicate that they impact many 
diJTcront economic sectors rartgillg from agriculture, forestry, oil and gas. transportation 
to local government. 

CCREB believes that a market program will do a better job of finding the most cost 
effective and technologically feasible ways of accomplishing OHO emission reductions 
than govemn,ent through extended nilemaking. Nevertheless. if CARB is going: lO 
proceed to develop groups 2 measures as rules, it is in cvcryonds interest to first establish 

"cost eff'ectivcncss and technology feasibility'' criteria, and to do so as soon as possible. 
Otherwise. potential voluntary OHO emission project developers will be in an uncertain 
position and will not likely go forward with investments that would be at risk of being 
invalidated if their measure were: to be adopted as a replation, As a result. there is a 
substantial likelihood that the state will miss potential early teductions of OHO. 
Additionally, the absence of clear criteria for cost effectiveness and technological 
fea.~bility could lead to the adoption of requirements tluit lead to leakage. 

CCEEB urges CARB to provide expedited approval of offset protocols or other 
procedural mechanisms, long in advance of the start of regulatory standards. so that 
regulated entities have an incentive to begin the planning and investment to get projects 
on line given the long lead time for project development Offset and trading markets in 
regulated commodities do not develop overnight: they require long ramp-ups and systems 
development and h1vcstmcnt to gain the necessary irt.tctest and liquidity. 
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In none of the workshops has CARB staff designated a timeUnc for development of offset 
project protocols. Nor has CARB specified staff that it has assigned to developing such 
protocols. The offsets market should not he an afterthought lt will take time to develop 
and is very important to the success of calffomia's market based approach to .chieving 
GHO reductions, The availability of a regulatory offsets market in California could help 
facilitate interstate linkage of OHG markets across capped regions within the US. It is 
possible that a significan~ :11umbcr of the Group 2 measures should be considered as 
candidates for offset. programs rather than mandated propams. 

Group 3 Criteria Polhltant ud ATCM Rules 

This group includes 10 measures that arc currently being considered as rules for criteria 
pollutant including particulate rcdu0tions, The CARB staff repOl't states on page l 0, 
"Ozone and its precursors (oxides of nitrogen and volatile hydrocarbons) are also 
considered to ho climate chan@ing gases." 1bcsc assertions may ultimately be 
established through good science to be 1n1e however, it is important to recosnm that as 
stated In the notes to table 3, the science t.o characterize the net climate effects of 
particulate matter and ozone precursors is still developing. Thus it may be productive f0t 
CARB to commit to further evaluate whether criteria pollutants, including diesel PM 
should be part of the program in the future. once the science hu developed to support 
such dctcnninations. However, at present AB 32 does not authorize the CARB to 
regulate climate change gases other than the six Kyoto cases. Perhaps it would be best if 
CARB were to limit its focus today to measures that will help achieve the statutory target. 

Vohmtuy Early F..n1issioa Reduedom 

AB 32 requires that CARD give credit for voluntary c::arly emission reduction actions and 
provides that the agency develop a methodology for granting credit without a lengthy 
rule1naldng: pursuant to the Administrative Procedure Act. The Legislature clearly 
intended that rapid innovation to reduce 0110 be an integral part of the implementation 
of AB 32. We encourage CARB to work with business and entrepreneurs to define a 
process by which credit for voluntary early emission reduction actions is as cffieiept JS 

possible. Such a process will give business the certainty to make investment decisions in 
OHO reduction projects now, This may be the: most important step the state can make in 
reaching our goal because these early measures will reduce OHO many years before 
regulations can be promulgated. The voluntary early action process should be used by 
CARB to encourage real and rapid reductions in OHO emissions and as a means to gather 
experience upon which to build incentives for such reduction projects into its final rules. 

Many industries in the state for a variety of reasons, some economic, some practical and 
sorne out of P- desire to reduce greenhouse: gas emissions have already begwl the process 
of converting to lower OHO emission equipment and stationary plants, Examples of these 
actions are plentiful and range from converting from diesel generators to elcotrioal. 
utilization of solm irrigation pumps and technologies, switching from current high 
emission fuels to new Biofuels. to replacing older equipment and buildings with more 
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energy efficlcirt units to name a few. These efforts need and deserve to be given credit 

for the reduction in OHO emissions they deliver prior to any base]ino being calculated 

and established as a reference point for any future reduction mandates. 

According to the CARB report, the CARB staff is working on methods to recognize 

voluntaty early actions by industry. CCEEB is encouraged by this section irt your April 

20th Early Actions report rccognfaing the need for a programmatic element to quantify 

and document sector-specific and project-specific protocols for voluntary actions that 

reduce OHG emissions. This program will be absolutely essential in providing for 

equitable treatment of all sectors involved in any successfid OHO emission reduction 

effort. 

The CARB report further states that CARB will begin rulcmaking in rnid-2007, but the 

report does not specify whm this rulemaking is expected to culminate in a final rule or 

over what timeframe such a rule might be implemcn~d. CAR.B did not specify which 

staff is assigned to this rulcmaking. These are important details that still need to be 

addressed, 

Until this is dctcrinined CCE.BB suggests CARB consider a process that would allow 

early consideration by CARB onacose-by-case basis of a wide array of projects that 

companies might want to voluntarily undertake. This would encourage companies to 

take early vo1untary actions and would provide the opportunities for CARB and other 

slakeho lders to learn :from these projects prior to the formality of a final rule 5taec. 

In 1111y regard, any rulo developed to implement a discrete early action should have a 

voluntary early action credit component. 

Our concluding comment is that CCEEB believes that it is important to consider AB 32 

as a bridge to future regional, national and international efforts to affect climate change. 

For that reason actions taken to implement this program need to look beyond California

specific nuances and address issues in a manner that prevents leakage through cost 

effective and technologically feasible implementation requirements as well as through a 

robust market and offset program that is attractive and functional to entities in California, 

other states and the nation. 

CCEEB commends your efforts and progress in implementing the many challenges posed 

in AB 32. We trust you will find these comments informative and constructive as they 

were intended, We look forward to continuing a dialogue that will result in a stroJ\g and 

effective OHO ernissions reduction program. 

If you have any questions please contact Robert Luoas at 916-444-733 7 or Jerry Sccundy 
at 415-512-7890. 
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Sincerely, 

Robert Lucas 
Climate Change Project Manager 

FAX NO. 9164447393 

OeraldSecundy 
President 

Cc: Dan Dunmoyer, Office of the Governor 
Linda Adams, Secretary, CA Environmental Protection Agency 

Dau Skopec, Undersecretary, CA Environmc:ntal Protection Agency 
Elieen Tutt. Deputy Secretary, CA Environmental Protection Agency 

Winston Hickox, Chair, Market Advisory Committee 
Robert Sawyer, Chait and Members of Air Resources Boarcl 
Catherine Witherspoon, Executive Officer. Air Resources Board 
Chuck Shulock, Air Resources Board 
Michael R Peevey, President and Members of CA Public Utilities Commission 

Steven Larson, Executive Director, PubHc Utilities Commission 

Michael Chrisman, Secretaty, Resources Agency 
Jackalyne Piannenstiel, Chair and Members of CA Energy Commission 

B, B. Blevins, Executive Director, CA Energy Commission 
Cynthia Tuck, Asst. Secretary for Policy, CA Environmental Protection Agency 
Richard Corey, Chief, Research and Economic Studies, Air Resources Board 

Jackson Oualco, The Gualco Group 
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